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Relegen accredited as a Major Service Provider on DMOSS Panel
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – 16 FEBRUARY, 2012 – Relegen today announced that it has received official accreditation as a
Major Service Provider on the Defence Materiel Organisation Support Services [DMOSS] Panel.
Relegen has been working with the Australian Defence Force for more than a decade and now becomes one of only
10 accredited Major Service Providers on the DMOSS panel. Relegen is in the unique position of bringing to the table
high-quality engineering services as well as its proprietary asset intelligence technology, assetDNA.
“We are pleased to be officially recognised by the Defence Materiel Organisation as a Major Service Provider on the
DMOSS Panel. Our new status demonstrates once again the impressive work of our engineering team and our
commitment to high-quality service delivery,” said Paul Bennett, Managing Director, Relegen. “We place great
importance on our relationship with the Australian Defence Force so this accreditation is very significant for Relegen.”
As a Major Service Provider to the Australian Defence Force, Relegen has a keen understanding of defence project
requirements. Relegen’s senior management have defence force backgrounds, and together with its extensive
engineering network, the company has a proven ability to respond quickly to the needs of defence. Relegen also
maintains strong business-to-business relationships with major defence contractors – ensuring its clients have access
to the right expertise, when they require it.
About Relegen Pty Ltd
Relegen leads the way in the delivery of engineering services and asset intelligence technology, assetDNA. Relegen’s
deep expertise stems from 10+ years’ experience as a major solution provider to the Australian Defence Force. Today,
Relegen serves a global customer base spanning all industry sectors ranging from blue-chip multi-nationals to local
and federal government agencies. To learn more, visit www.relegen.com.
Trademarks
Relegen and assetDNA are registered trademarks of Relegen Pty Ltd. All other trademarks, service marks, and product
or service names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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